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My name is Chengzhi Qi. I attended the Penn State University – University Park campus for 
undergraduate with dual degree in Physics and Aerospace from 2009 to 2013.  
 
I intended to study Physics based on my own interest and passion. I  did not have a very clear idea about 
the career path when I started at PSU. I majored in Physics and Aerospace Engineering and minored in 
Math after 4 years. My educational plan is to pursue a higher degree, at least master’s degree, which 
has never changed through the years at PSU. 
 
I think the most interesting part was the senior degree of the Aerospace Engineering major which we 
spent 1 year on designing and analyzing a tiltrotor aircraft. We took part in the American Helicopter 
Society international student and won the 1st place.  It was a great honor to represent PSU and present 
the result at the 70th AHS annual forum.  
 
Pursuing two majors from different schools (Science and Engineering) allowed myself very little time for 
the outside-of-the-classroom activities, as there are only a few classes which can be shared. However I 
met and married my wife at school in my junior year, and had my son in my senior year. It was my very 
unique experience for most people's undergraduate life and I am glad that I did it. 
 
After PSU, I continued with my master’s degree at University of Pennsylvania. I applied and got offers 
from UPenn, Johns Hopkins, Maryland, Northwest, and University of Rochester for mechanical 
engineering or nuclear physics major. I selected UPenn because my wife is in NY and I selected 
mechanical engineering since it is a good combination of Physics and Aerospace Engineering. 
 
I want to be a design engineer, which the physics major may not be very applicable. I took Physics as my 
undergraduate major simply because I love the subject and it does not limit your career path. 
 
Upon my interest, I studied physics. For my later education experience, I found that the dynamics and 
statics are most applicable for engineering career (not including CS); I found the solid physics, fluidics 
and heat transfer are most applicable for PHD path. For myself, the dynamics and statics are most useful 
for course study during master degree and the solid physics, fluidics and heat transfer are helpful to 
provide ideas for troubleshooting in my academic research. 
 
My kid is almost three years old now. 
 
I use LinkedIn, but I have only got contacted by one headhunter I am not very sure if I am using it 
correctly.  


